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Abstra tRe ent studies of network traf utilization on
ampus networks have shown that data networks remain heavily
under-utilized. Yet urrently there is little attempt to save energy
on network interfa es by using the low power modes available
in Ethernet trans eivers during periods of ina tivity or low
utilization. In this paper we design and evaluate a Dynami
Ethernet Link Shutdown (DELS) algorithm that utilizes urrent
te hnology leading to signi ant benets in energy savings with
little noti eable impa t on pa ket loss or delay. The algorithm
uses buffer o upan y, the behavior of previous pa ket arrival
times and a ongurable maximum bounded delay to make
sleeping de isions. The s heme was evaluated using simulations
with inputs generated using a syntheti traf generator for
smooth and bursty traf . The results show that the per entage
of total time that a link an be shut down an be anywhere from
80% to 60% for traf loads up to 5%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In re ent years, several studies have shown that wired data
networks on ampus remain highly under-utilized [1℄, [2℄, [3℄.
Experiments to measure the differen e in power onsumed
during transmission and idle periods [4℄, [3℄ have shown
that there is little or no differen e in the power onsumed
between idle and transmitting/re eive states. However, there
is a differen e in energy onsumed when using different
link rates. [5℄ shows that the power savings when swit hing
from 1Gbps to 100Mbps are approximately 4W (on desktops)
and 0.1W when swit hing from 10Mbps to 100Mbps. Based
on this, a proposal was re ently made to the IEEE 802.3
ommittee outlining a s heme alled Ethernet Adaptive Link
Rate (ALR) to automati ally hange the link speed from
1Gbps to 100Mbps or from 100Mbps to 10Mbps in order to
save energy during low periods of a tivity [5℄. Su h s hemes
are a tually in use in laptops where swit hing to battery power
automati ally s ales down the link speed to enable longer
battery usage [6℄, but not in desktops. Indeed, this te hnique
is espe ially appli able in ampus area networks where the
utilization has been shown to be low and gigabit Ethernet is
widely deployed.
In this paper we go one step further and show that it is
possible to garner even more signi ant savings by shutting
the links down altogether using the dynami Ethernet link
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shutdown me hanism proposed in [7℄ and further extended
here. The reasons for doing this are twofold. Apart from
greater energy savings in ampus area network traf , it is
also better suited towards taking advantage of networks that
remain mostly idle for long periods of time su h as home
networks. For example, approximately 82 million households
in US have high-speed broadband onne tions [8℄ that remain
onne ted to the Internet 24x7. While a study has not been
done to show how many hosts remain on even during periods
of ina tivity, the network devi es (routers and hubs) at either
ends remain ompletely powered on at all times. DELS, with
some alterations for the orresponding link layer proto ol is a
viable option to obtain signi ant savings in su h ases.
DELS redu es energy onsumption in Ethernet LAN
swit hes and the hosts atta hed to them by shutting down the
omplex trans eiver ir uitry depending upon traf arrivals,
buffer o upan y and a bounded maximum delay. While there
have been no studies that prole the energy onsumption of an
Ethernet swit h, using available data we estimate that Ethernet
interfa es alone an onsume up to 20% of total swit h power
budget. 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
se tion we over related work and in III we dene the problem
statement. Se tion IV overs the details of the me hanism
used in DELS and the hanges required in the auto-negotiation
me hanism for Ethernet. Se tion V dis usses our evaluation
methodology and in se tion VI we study the algorithms
in depth with various different traf distributions as well
as using tra es generated by a syntheti self-similar traf
generator. The nal se tion presents our on lusions.
II. R ELATED W ORK
As mentioned in the introdu tion, in [3℄, Christensen at al
look at ways of saving energy by hanging link speeds in Ethernet links depending on traf load or by using a low-power
proxy devi e as an alternative to the NIC that saves power by
pro essing layer 2 proto ol pa kets instead of waking up the
energy-hungry entrally lo ated high-speed pro essor to deal
1 A Gigabit Ethernet trans eiver an onsume 1-2W depending upon
whether it is opper or ber[6℄, [9℄. As an example, onsider a Cis o 3750
Catalyst swit h with 24 gigabit opper-based ports and 4 ber-opti ports.
The total maximum operating ost of the swit h is 190W[10℄.

with it. Pra ti ally all other energy onservation resear h has
been done in the wireless domain for battery operated devi es,
parti ularly for wireless LANs using the 802.11 proto ols.
There about 90% of the energy is spent during the radio
listenings anning operations [16℄. Thus the s hemes proposed
are mostly entered around minimizing this energy ost. In
addition, sin e 802.11 networks are mostly used in infrastru ture mode where the base station is in harge of s heduling
and allo ating bandwidth, the s hemes proposed are typi ally
entrally implemented in order to maximize system apa ity
and redu e ollisions as well as in rease energy ef ien y.
Thus, the work there while useful in understanding demands
of network traf is not dire tly relevant in the swit hed
Ethernet topology. There has also been onsiderable amount
of work done [17℄, [18℄ whi h deals with onserving energy in
servers and server lusters in data enters. These approa hes
are fo used on very spe i network traf loads, i.e web
servers whereas our study looks at the traf in an Ethernet
LAN environment.
III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND S LEEP MECHANISM
Currently, there are network interfa es available that an operate in extremely low power modes during whi h all re eiving
and transmitting ir uitry is shut down and a programmable
timer an be used to set the time after whi h the interfa e
omes ba k up. There are also low power modes during whi h
no transmission or re eption of pa kets an o ur, but the
interfa e is apable of dete ting a signal on the wire and
responding a ordingly. However, this te hnology is used only
in ases where the link is put in su h modes when it fails to
dete t a signal for a given length of time (typi ally set to
5 se onds) [6℄ indi ating failure. Broad om and Intel both
offer network trans eivers that an be used both for hosts and
swit hes that ome equipped with su h fun tionality, though
not at transition speeds that would a tually fa ilitate a qui k
transition from a fully operating speed of 1 Gbps to a power
down mode. Typi ally, for gigabit interfa es, the differen e
in power onsumption between full s ale operation and these
low power modes is 1W . In this paper, we have estimated a
transition time of well under 0.5ms, whi h in ludes both the
transition time as well as the syn hronization of the links when
the link is re-established. We ame up with this number based
on information available for wireless radio devi es, whi h are
far more omplex, yet mu h more energy ef ient due to
their use in battery-operated devi es as well as the fa t that
the transition speeds in high-speed fabri s used in Inniband
networks are in the range of nanose onds as mentioned in
[11℄.
The goal of the dynami Ethernet link shutdown poli y
proposed here is thus to intelligently use this link shutdown
apability during the idle periods we see in LAN traf .
Figure 1 shows one half of a full-duplex link. We assume
that when the link is off, both the Rx and Tx interfa es
are asleep and when the link is on, both the interfa es are
powered on. We assume that pa kets queued for transmission
at interfa e a when the link is off are buffered at A. The key
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Fig. 1. Simple model for a link.

hallenge here is in de iding when to turn a link off and for

how long.

IV. DYNAMIC L INK S HUTDOWN
The DELS algorithm proposes to use the programmable
apability of the sleep timer to dynami ally hange the operating power modes. In this s heme, the interfa e an either
operate at full speed whi h we refer to as the `On` state or
in the extreme low power mode, referred to as the `Off` state.
The transition between the two states o urs when the transmitting side (upstream interfa e) nforms the re eiving side
(downstream interfa e) using an 802.3 ma frame and re eives
an a knowledgement (a k) frame in return. Normally, when a
link goes down and then omes ba k up, the auto negotiation
proto ol is run to, among other things re-syn hronize the link.
This pro ess takes anywhere from 256ms up to 1s whi h is
mu h too long, espe ially for gigabit links so we propose
instead a fast ex hange of two-way ma frames to re-establish
the link in its former operating mode. The upstream interfa e
sends a ma frame with the Goto sleep, sleep timer message
and the downstream interfa e a knowledges this with a A k
sleep message in return. There is no message sent when the
interfa e wakes up, sin e the wakeup is pre-timed.2
A. Me hanism

The DELS algorithm has two parts, namely he king to see
if it is feasible to power down the link and if feasible, then
omputing the length of the sleep period. If the link is already
down, then it buffers the pa ket for later transmission. The
feasibility of turning the link off is determined by the number
of pa kets in the buffer and the mean inter-arrival time of w
pa kets, where w is the size of a sliding window of most re ent
inter-arrival times. If the urrent buffer size is low enough and
the mean inter-arrival time greater than the transition time,
the algorithm de ides it is feasbile to sleep. The algorithm
then omputes the length of the maximum sleep interval given
a maximum bounded delay and the maximum buffer size as
des ribed in the following se tion. The algorithm overhead
is omposed of he king the feasibility of turning the link
on/off and then omputing the length of sleep. The feasibility
he k is made upon the arrival of a pa ket during the On state.
However, the omputation of sleep is done only if the he k
su eeds.
Figure 2 shows the nite state ma hine diagram for the
upstream interfa e. The following lists the various parameters,
2 It must be noted that the transition time must a omodate the time required
for re-syn hronization of lo ks before any frames an be sent on the link
again.

timers and variables used. This algorithm runs at the upstream
interfa e of a link. It is invoked whenever the buffer o upan y
falls below a threshold (we use a value of 10%).
 B is the output buffer size at the upstream interfa e.
 w is the number of the most re ent inter-arrival times.
When a new pa ket arrives, the oldest inter-arrival time
is dis arded and the new inter-arrival time is added to the
list
  is the mean inter-arrival time
  = B is the buffer o upan y threshold and
<1
(we use = 0:1 in our experiments)
 m is the number of pa kets in the buffer
 Æ is the transition time from off to on state
 stimer is the sleep time programmed in the timer
 tmax is the maximum sleep time ongured
m > τ, stimer not yet expired
5

OFF

4
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3
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Fig. 2. State ma hine for the upstream link

In gure 2, transition 1 takes pla e when the interfa e
dete ts onditions suitable for transitioning to Off state, based
upon the buffer o upan y B , the mean  and tmax and
sends a frame ontaining the Goto sleep, stimer message
to the downstream link. On re eiving a frame ontaining the
a k message, it transitions into the off state, stimer is set
with the omputed sleep value. We explain how this value
is derived later in this se tion. In transition 3, the interfa e
may remain in the Off state, when the sleep timer expires and
the buffer is still empty. The downstream link on the other
hand, will ome ba k up on expiration of its stimer, but if it
does not dete t any signal on the wire for time Æ , it will reset
its sleep timer to (stimer Æ ) and go ba k to Off state. The
transition from Off state to On state an o ur for two different
onditions. In transition 4, the ondition is an expiration of the
sleep timer. In transition 5, the ondition is the ex eeding of
the buffer threshold that auses the upstream link to make an
uns heduled wake-up and start transmitting the normal a tive
signal on the wire ausing the downstream link to wake up as
well. Note the transition to On state does not use an expli it
message from the sender.
B. Computing the Sleep timer setting

If m   then the upstream interfa e examines the possibility of putting the downstream interfa e to sleep for time
stimer. This is done by estimating the number of pa kets n
that will arrive in time stimer into the upstream interfa es

buffer. The goal is to ensure with a high probability that the
total number of pa kets n + m < B . In words, the probability
that the total number of pa kets in the buffer will ex eed some
threshold of  = B is small.
This omputation is done by assuming that pa ket interarrival times are iid Exponential Random variables within a
small window([12℄ shows that inter-pa ket rates are pie ewise
Poisson). Thus, if X1 ; X2 ; : : : Xn are Random variables for
onse utive inter-pa ket times then X = Xi has a Gamma
distribution. We nd maximum t su h that,

P

P [X  t℄  0:9
In other words, we nd the maximum t su h that the probability of more than n arrivals is less than 10%.
If t > Æ then the upstream interfa e puts the downstream
interfa e to sleep for time minft Æ; tmax g where tmax is
the maximum amount of time that any interfa e is allowed to
sleep.
We use a value of w = 5 (number of most re ent interarrivals onsidered) in the experiments due to a very high
variability in the experiments. We expe t that this algorithm
will result in output traf (i.e., on the output of the upstream
interfa e) that is more bursty than the input traf . This is
be ause the upstream interfa e buffers pa kets and then emits
them at the maximum rate when the downstream interfa e is
awake.3
V. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
We evaluated the algorithms by implementing the link
shutdown poli y in Matlab for the upstream interfa e. The
input to the interfa e is in the form of a text le ontaining
inter-pa ket arrival times and pa ket size in bytes. The interpa ket arrival times were generated using a syntheti selfsimilar traf generator as well as arrivals from different
distributions for different loads. The pa ket sizes were based
upon the pa ket size distribution of our own tra es olle ted
on ampus and follow the standard bimodal distribution.
For omparison, we also implemented the Delay-Optimal
algorithm. The Delay-Optimal algorithm basi ally always returns the optimal value of sleep timer sin e it knows the arrival
times of all future pa kets and is thus able to go to sleep
without resulting in any delay or pa ket loss. We used the
following metri s and variable parameters in our evaluations.
The metri s used are:
1) Total amount of time the link is off
2) Average response time or delay
3) Number of pa kets dropped
4) Additional buffer required to mat h the pa ket loss
behavior when the interfa es do not sleep
3 We also note that the behavior of this algorithm an be modeled as a single
server queue where the server goes on va ation for t when the probability
that the buffer will overow is less than 10%. In this paper we do not develop
a formalism for this model due to spa e limitations, but is urrently part of
our future work.

A. DELS Parameter values

Buffer threshold, : The amount of time spent sleeping
is omputed su h that the number of pa kets re eived
during the time interval would not ex eed a ertain buffer
threshold. This threshold was set to 10% sin e it got the
best trade-off between sleep times, delay and pa ket loss,
based on our studies done with tra es earlier in [7℄. If the
threshold is set too high, then the sleep time t would be
higher sin e more pa kets an be a ommodated in the
buffer, but would also result in possible pa ket loss or
large delays. On the other hand, if it is set too low, then
the number of de isions to sleep would be lowered, thus
de reasing the han e of pa ket loss, but also minimizing
the sleep time.
 Size of window for last w pa ket arrivals: We hose a
window size of 5 in order to de rease the overhead of
storing large number of values and also due to the fa t
that Ethernet traf normally shows a great amount of
variability.
 Buffer Size, B : The buffer size B was set to 256KB
to provide adequate buffering in ase of a very large
burst and to take into a ount that while the link speed is
1Gbps, it is possible for pa kets to arrive at higher speeds
espe ially at the swit h port if multiple hosts talk to the
same host in a short amount of time. Indeed, observe that
even a 0.5ms burst of maximum sized pa kets at 200%
apa ity will easily overwhelm a smaller buffer of size
32KB. Su h bursts have been observed at the swit h port
in our ampus traf . Moreover, 256KB is supported by
gigabit NIC ards today.
 Delay, tmax : The maximum delay we tested our s ripts
for was set to 2.5ms. This allows for reasonable sleep
times while providing a maximum bounded delay to the
user-level appli ations.
The parameters above are sele ted for gigabit links and
would be different in ase of a 100Mbps link, but an be easily
derived, on e the transition time and the maximum delay are
known.
The variable parameters we use in our study in lude the
following:
1) Network traf loads: It is interesting to nd at what
loads an we expe t to gain signi ant energy savings.
We test the DELS algorithm for loads varying from 1%
to 41% in the ase of self-similar traf and from 1% to
25% in the ase of traf following general distributions.
2) Distributions: The traf was hosen from the following
four different distributions, namely Uniform Random,
Exponential, Pareto and Weibull. While Ethernet traf
has never been hara terized as uniform Random, it is
interesting to know how the algorithm would perform
given this kind of traf . The means for ea h distribution
were varied in order to generate the appropriate load in
Matlab, and the shape parameter for Pareto distribution
was sele ted as 0.8.
We used a xed value of Æ = 500s for the sleep to wake


transition time for the interfa es for all experiments. This
value is based on proprietary transition time information for
ele tri al ir uits of the type used in Gbps NIC ards.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Stationary Distributions

We begin by evaluating DELS with smooth stationary
distributions to determine how the algorithm responds under
different network load onditions. We tested it with 4 different
distributions, namely uniform Random, Exponential, Weibull
and Pareto, whi h were generated in Matlab. We also ran the
Delay-Optimal algorithm for the same tra es for omparison.
The uniform Random distribution numbers were generated
from an interval ranging from 10 to 800 mi rose onds for
the 1% load and then lowering the upper bound to 26 for the
25%load. For the Pareto distribution, the shape parameter was
set to 0.8 and the lo ation  and s ale  parameters were varied
from 75 to 3.5 mi rose onds to generate loads from 1% to 25%
respe tively. For the Exponential distribution, the parameter
 ranged from 420 to 17 mi rose onds and for the Weibull
distribution, we used similar values of lo ation as Exponential
and the s ale parameter was set to 1.
Figure 3 shows the sleep times obtained using the DelayOptimal algorithm for the different distributions for loads
1%, 5%, 10% and 25%. We observe that the sleep times
de rease rapidly for all the loads beyond 1% utilization for
all distributions ex ept for the Pareto distribution. Sin e in the
Pareto distribution, a signi ant number of inter-arrival times
will be entered around the largest inter-arrival times, it makes
sense that the Delay-Optimal would perform well for Pareto
distribution. In omparison, the uniform Random algorithm is
spread around a small inter-pa ket arrival time, thus leading to
shorter sleep times. The Exponential and Weibull distributions
are very similar in nature and are somewhere between Random
and Pareto distributions.
Figure 4 shows the sleep times obtained using the DELS
algorithm. In ontrast to the Delay-Optimal, we nd the largest
sleep times for uniform Random due to the lusters of pa kets
around a small mean and the least for Pareto, with it's widely
varying inter-pa ket times. However, in all ase the DELS
performs better than the Delay-Optimal. This is be ause the
optimal algorithm only allows sleeping when the buffer is
empty and when there is no in rease in delay or probability
of pa ket drops. On the other hand, On/Off sleeps even when
there are pa kets in the buffer thus resulting in higher delay
than the optimal. Note that optimal has a non-zero delay
be ause when there are bursty arrivals, pa kets do suffer
buffering delay. Further, in urrent swit hes, pa kets suffer
delays due to QoS guarantees for some ows.
The delay graphs for Delay-Optimal Figure 5 and DELS
Figure 6 show the tradeoff between sleep times and delay for
Delay-Optimal and DELS algorithm. The pa ket loss in all
ases during this run were zero.
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B. Self-similar traf

We generated syntheti traf using a syntheti self-similar
traf generator from [13℄. Self-similar traf is hara terized
by the Hurst parameter, referred to here as the H value,
whi h is used to indi ate the degree of auto orrelation in a
dataset over a given time s ale. If there is a high degree
of auto orrelation between the elements of a dataset over
all times ales, the pro ess is said to be self-similar. This
generator uses the te hnique des ribed by [14℄ to generate selfsimilar traf , namely the generator multiplexes large number
of Pareto distributed streams of on and off periods. The traf
we use for our experiments was generated by multiplexing 256
streams with a mean burst size of 4KB ea h. The te hnique is
des ribed in greater detail at [15℄. We used the tool to generate
half a million pa kets ea h for H values ranging from 0.5 to
0.9 and varied the load level from 1% to 40%.
Figure 7 plots the variation of observed sleep times with
varying loads and H values. Here, we see a lear relationship
between the sleep times and load, namely, the sleep times
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Fig. 6. DELS:Variation of delay with load and traf
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de rease with in reasing loads. Comparing the sleep times
observed using DELS with the Delay-Optimal ase Figure 8,
we nd that the sleep times for DELS are onsistently greater.
The explanation for this is similar to that for the stationary
distributions.
We also nd that orresponding to the sleep times, the
pa ket delay is mu h higher than the optimal for lower loads.
Table I lists the mean pa ket delay for a spe i value of H
for different loads for both DELS and Delay-Optimal. Note
that the maximum pa ket delay seen for DELS, i.e. 1.02ms,
is within bounds of a eptability. As the load in reases, the
delay values de rease and be ome loser to the optimal values.
However there seems to be no lear relationship between H
DELS
Delay-Optimal

Load 1% Load 5% Load 10% Load 25%
1.02ms
0.02ms

0.5ms
0.01ms

0.3ms
0.01ms

0.03ms
0.01ms

TABLE I
M EAN PACKET DELAY FOR DIFFERENT LOADS , H = 0:8.

little signi an e. We also found that the mean pa ket delay
stays within reasonable bounds of up to 1ms whi h is not
very noti eable at higher layer appli ations. Also, this delay
is not propagated at every hop of the pa ket's path, sin e
we expe t DELS to be deployed between hosts and rst-level
LAN swith es alone.
For self-similar traf , there seemed to be no relationship
between the sleep times obtained and H, but the sleep times
were very losely related to the load. As the load in reased, the
sleep times de reased. Thus, the DELS algorithm is apable of
signi ant power savings with no dis ernible impa t on pa ket
loss or delay.
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